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1. One of these  is not a database model.

     	      Object models.

     	      Relational

     	--->> Democratic

     	      Hierarchical

2. Animation types inclueds all but one

     	      Audio Visual Interleave's .avi

     	--->> Sun's .au

     	      Microsoft's Media Player.wmv

     	      Apple's Quick Time .qt,

3. Two types of computer graphics are ______ and bitmapped

     	      png

     	      jpeg

     	--->> vector

     	      RGB

4. All but one is not audio file extension recognized in computer system.

     	      .wav

     	      .au

     	      .snd

     	--->> .edu

5. Which among these is not one of the three main bitmapped format graphics used on 
the Internet?

     	      .gif
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     	      .jpeg (.jpg)

     	      .png

     	--->> xml

6. One of these is not a DBMS

     	      Oracle

     	--->> Lotus

     	      DB2

     	      MySQL

7. The row and column intersect at where in spreadsheet?

     	      Hell

     	--->> Cell

     	      Fell

     	      Bell

8. What is the type of computer software designed for the purpose of managing 
databases based on a variety of data models?

     	      Spreadsheet

     	--->> DBMS

     	      Presentation

     	      Graphics

9. An example of desktop publishing application is?

     	--->> Ms Publisher

     	      Ms Access

     	      Ms Excel

     	      Ms Project

10. The computer screen is made up of tiny dots called what?
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     	--->> Pixels

     	      Resolution

     	      Pictures

     	      Images
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